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Introduction
The 6PE01 paper is split into two sections which reflect the two sections of the specification,
1.1 and 1.2. Each section is out of 45 marks giving a total of 90 marks for the paper. The
final question in both sections is an essay question which is marked out of 12. Candidates
are advised to answer these questions first. There is no element of choice on the paper with
candidates being expected to answer all questions on the paper. The paper is designed to
be accessible for all candidates, containing both differentiated questions and differentiation
within questions.
The paper has worked well, providing appropriate differentiation in order to challenge
students at all levels. There was no one “difficult” question where students consistently left
a blank space or failed to score marks, and pleasingly all areas of the paper appear to have
been accessible to most candidates.
Where candidates scored well they provided well structured, often concise, but detailed
answers to the question that was asked. This was particularly evident with the higher mark
questions which often enabled students to pick up near maximum of the marks available.
Where students did not score so well there was evidence of:
•

Not answering the question as it was set.

•

Lacking accurate understanding / definitions

•

Providing answers that were too vague.

•

Not engaging in discussion (questions 4 & 9)
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Question 1(a)
A straightforward question that has appeared in a similar way on a number of past
examinations. Good answers scored both marks quickly with clear and concise statements.
Poor answers either confused validity with reliability or used the terms valid and reliable to
explain validity and reliability.

Examiner Comments

No marks gained for this answer.
No mark gained for point 1 as validity is not correctly defined.
No mark for point 2 as reliability answer is incorrect.

Examiner Comments

This item scores two marks as validity is
described correctly with an example for
clarification. Environment being consistent was
key to the answer for reliability
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Examiner Tip

If two points are required it is a good
idea to set the answer out as two
separate and distinct points.

Question 1(b)
A well answered question with most students scoring at least 3 of the available 4 marks.
Weaker answers stated that testing was done to aid fitness indicating that it was a training
method. Good answers scored with quick, succinct answers

Examiner Comments

This answer scores 1 mark. The candidate’s first two
answers are the same point on the mark scheme.
The third answer would indicate that testing is used as a
method of training and the final answer does not make
sense.

Examiner Comments

Very clear and appropriate answers. This candidate clearly
scores the 4 available marks.
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Question 1(c)
A very straightforward question that enabled many students to pick up 4 marks very
quickly. Students who failed to score often did so as a result of poorly identified fitness tests
- “The Bleep Test” will not score a mark at AS level - or for incorrectly linking components of
fitness to a specific test.

Examiner Comments

A straightforward answer. The candidate provides 2 correct
fitness tests for the two athletes and correctly identifies the
fitness components being tested.
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Question 2(a)
Generally a very well answered question with candidates often scoring very high marks.
The majority of candidates structured the answers well by listing benefits to each identified
adaptation.
Weaker answers simply listed a number of adaptations, or talked about generic fitness
benefits. Some candidates became confused and listed respiratory benefits instead of
cardiovascular ones.

Examiner Comments

Unfortunately this candidate fails to score any marks as the answer fails to
identify any specific adaptations. Several benefits to an improved CVE are
stated but the answer is too vague and general to score any marks.
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Examiner Comments

This is an excellent answer on two counts. The
structure of the answer is helpful to both candidate
and examiner. The question asks for 4 adaptations
and associated benefits / explanations.
The candidate has clearly answered with 4 sections,
one for each adaptation which is then explained.
Each section begins by identifying the adaptation
- all of which are accurate - and then goes on to
explain each.
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Examiner Tip

The structure and content of the answer
are crucial.

Question 2(b)
Candidates who read and understood the question often fared well, structuring their answer
appropriately and consequently scored well. The question asked candidates to “identify” and
“explain”..... for the perceived loss of speed, power, flexibility and cardiovascular endurance.
The most common and also the most straightforward structure of successful answers was
to work through each fitness component, first stating the component, then identifying and
finally explaining the change. E.g. Flexibility is often lost as a result of the laying down of
collagen fibres within the muscle. This leads to a loss of muscle elasticity.
Poor answers contained generic and often factually inaccurate answers that were often not
related to a specific fitness component. E.g. “power is lost because we lose muscle fibres”

Examiner Comments

2 marks were awarded in total for this answer.
1 mark was awarded for loss of flexibility (point 6 on the mark scheme) reference
"more collagen".
1 mark was awarded for loss of strength for power (point 3 on the mark scheme).
No additional marks were awarded as the candidate makes general comments about
a loss of performance rather than referring to the specifics that lead to that loss.
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Examiner Comments

Maximum marks of 8 were awarded for this answer.
Marks were awarded as follows;
For speed
deterioration of type 2 fibres & less powerful motion
(points 2 & 4)
For Power
Muscle atrophy & longer to recover (points 7 & 10)
For Flexibility
Points 11 (reduced elasticity ) & 12 Collagen fibres
For CVE
Reduced MHR & Q (points 15 & 17)
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Examiner Tip

The candidate has included
appropriate content to score the
marks available. The layout of the
answer also helps them to see that
they have completed all that was
required while at the same time
making it easier for the examiner to
see where marks should be awarded.

Question 3(a)
A straightforward question that most students scored maximum marks for.

Question 3(b)
Most candidates were able to correctly identify the other 4 food groups, though providing
the main function for each was more difficult.
Common mistakes were:
•

Stating that the function of water is to hydrate the body, yet hydration is the level of
water within the body

•

Linking vitamins and minerals together as one food group

•

Identifying specific roles of individual vitamins or minerals rather than stating the
general role of all vitamins and minerals

•

Over-simplifying the role of fibre by stating that it “helps digestion”. Had candidates
added “by aiding bowel movements” or something similar, then they would have scored
the mark.

Examiner Comments

A good answer that is clear in structure and layout, contains
appropriate information and does all that the question asks.
The 4 food groups are identified and the main functions of each
group are clearly stated.
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Examiner Comments

A good answer that scores well - 3 out of 4 marks.
The mark was lost for the explanation of vitamins as this was
too vague: all the food groups provide vital nutrients.

Examiner Comments

1 mark was scored, for vitamins (helping your
immune system).
The benefit of the doubt was given and 1 mark
awarded for water "helps to flush away...."
The remainder of the answer was inaccurate or too
vague to gain any marks.
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Question 4
In answering this question candidates must demonstrate that they understand what circuit
training is and that it can be adapted to suit different components of fitness. They must
identify contrasting components of fitness and then discuss how a circuit could be designed
to suit both. Within that they would need to identify the type of exercises, number of
exercises and number of circuits completed, each being appropriate to the components of
fitness identified.
To score higher the candidates would then identify how the exercises would be adapted to
suit the different components of fitness in terms of the intensity, duration and recovery.
Higher marks still would have specific percentages of intensity in terms of MHR or 1RM.
For top marks, answers would also look at how the athletes could incorporate progression
and overload into circuit training for the specified components.
Poor answers failed to select “contrasting” components or more commonly designed a single
circuit that would benefit both components of fitness.
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Examiner Comments

The candidate writes very basically and generically with this
answer and so fails to score well.
There is no clear identification that the candidate knows what
circuit training is, and although reference is made to moving to
different exercises this is not clear.
Two contrasting components of fitness are identified and
the candidate does get the gist of the fact that intensity and
therefore duration will differ for both components, however this
is again very basic (low GCSE level).
The candidate concludes by stating that both components of
fitness would be covered in the same circuit and so the answer
is limited to a maximum of 3 marks.
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Examiner Comments

This is at the bottom end of the top band, scoring 10 marks.
The answer contains a great deal of accurate detail / indicative
content. There is a very clear and detailed understanding of
what circuit training is and how it can be adapted. There is
detail about intensities and duration that are appropriate to the
components also.
However the structure lets the answer down a little as there is
a clear lack of balance (the 2nd component of fitness is only
referred to in the final paragraph) and also a lack of summary /
conclusion.
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Question 5
Generally a well answered question with candidates frequently scoring the maximum 8
marks available. Where marks were dropped it was usually due to an incorrectly identified
constraint or a definition that was too vague.

Examiner Comments

The maximum of 8 marks were awarded in total for this answer.
Marks were awarded for:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

point 12 on the mark scheme for fitness
point 13 for the definition / explanation
point 14 for ability
point 15 - the benefit of the doubt was given for the reference to “lacking an
understanding of the rules” as a “lack of experience" on the mark scheme
point 9 on the mark scheme was awarded for Resources
point 10 for the explanation
point 7 was given for Time
point 8 for the explanation.
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Examiner Comments

6 marks were awarded for this answer.
With reference to the mark scheme:
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•

points 12 & 13 were awarded for fitness and the
explanation – to be able to do a specific physical activity

•

point 14 was awarded for ability, however there was nothing
awarded for the explanation / definition as the answer is
too vague

•

point 9 was awarded for Resources

•

point 10 for the explanation

•

point 7 was awarded for time but again no explanation /
definition point was given as the answer is too vague
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Question 6
Once again a very well answered question with large numbers of candidates scoring the 7
marks available.
Occasionally definitions were too vague to score the mark. Another common issue was an
incorrectly identified group, or vague explanation.
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Examiner Comments

A maximum of 7 marks were awarded in total for this answer.
The answer received the mark for the definition and then for
each example and each explanation.
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Examiner Comments

This was a near maximum scoring answer with 6 of the
available 7 marks being awarded.
The marks were awarded:
1 mark for the definition.
1 mark for Over 50’s (point6) and 1 for the explanation.
1 mark for ethnic groups (point 4) and 1 for the explanation
1 mark for gender but nothing was awarded for the explanation
as the answer fails to identify who the target group would be.
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Examiner Comments

2 marks were awarded for this answer.
0 mark was given for the definition as it is too vague.
0 marks were awarded for the first example given as "young
children" is too vague and the explanation is not appropriate.
1 mark was given for the elderly and the explanation.
There is no 3rd example offered.
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Question 7
This topic area has not always been answered particularly well in the past; pleasingly it was
well answered in this series. A variety of different examples were provided by candidates
with appropriate explanation to score both available marks, all of which demonstrated a
good understanding of the topic area.

Examiner Comments

The full 6 marks were awarded for this answer.
3 Talent Development Schemes were correctly identified (points 5, 7 and
1 on the mark scheme) and a brief outline given of what they do (points
6, 8 and 2 on the mark scheme) ensuring that all marks were awarded.
The outline of G & T was a little vague but provided enough to score the
mark available.
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Examiner Comments

A poor answer, with not much content offered.
1 mark was awarded for identifying the World Class Programme,
(point 3 on the mark scheme); however the outline of the
programme is a little too vague and refers to taking athletes
from the elite level rather than taking them to elite level.
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Question 8(a)
Students who knew about the LTAD often scored very well across all 3 parts of question 8.

Examiner Comments

1 mark in total was awarded for this answer.
The mark was awarded for point 2 on the mark scheme for
"pathway" implying "plan a route".
No other rewardable material was present.

Examiner Comments

The maximum 2 marks were awarded for this answer.
1 mark was awarded for point 1 on the mark scheme for
"drawing people into sport" which implies "to introduce people
into sport".
The 2nd mark was awarded for point 2 for "pathways to the
elite" which infers "plan a route to elite".
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Question 8(b)

Examiner Comments

The maximum 4 marks were awarded for this answer.
It is a very clear answer with more detail than was required.
Marks were awarded for:
Early Specialisation
Sports such as gymnastics and swimming
Late specialisation
Team games and track and field athletics / sports that require
strategical understanding.
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Question 8(c)
Candidates were required to name and describe each of the 6 stages in order to score the
6 marks. Most candidates identified that they were required to do two things for each mark.
The majority correctly identified the name of each stage however many of the explanations
were too vague to score a mark. Examples of this include candidates re-using the name of
the stage in an attempted descriptive sentence, as in
Train to Win - This is where the athletes training is helping them win.

Examiner Comments

This answer received all 6 marks that were
available.
All 6 stages were identified and all had appropriate
explanations.
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Examiner Tip

This answer demonstrates the detail needed
to get the available marks; however the
structure would be better if the stages were
identified in a list form with the explanations
adjacent to them rather than as a paragraph
of prose.

Examiner Comments

Although 5 stages were identified only 2 marks were awarded
for this answer.
1 mark was awarded for Learning to train and basic skills.
1 mark was awarded for Train to train and more specific skills.
The other explanations were too vague.
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Question 9
Like the majority of essay questions this one is based around a discussion. The statement
claims that deviance has increased and suggests that this is related to a corresponding rise
in commercialisation. Consequently in order to score well within this question the candidates
must do a number of things.
•

Firstly their answer must clearly identify that they understand the main concepts under
discussion, namely deviance and commercialisation.

•

Secondly they must identify whether they agree with the statement, namely that both
have increased.

•

Thirdly, candidates need to discuss if deviance is linked to commercialisation or whether
there could be other contributory factors.

Simply agreeing with the statement would have meant no discussion was present in the
answer and would therefore have limited the answer to a medium mid band mark. To score
above 6 marks candidates needed to include an element of discussion.
It was pleasing to see that there were a number of very good answers produced for this
question. Weaker answers were likely to have referred to deviance as drug taking and
commercialisation as the media’s involvement. Slightly better answers provided acceptable
definitions / explanations of Deviance and Commercialisation but lacked discussion. They
cited the need to win in order to secure sponsorships and endorsements and consequently
“it followed that athletes would be willing to do what it takes, - to Win at all costs”. Better
answers recognised that deviance has existed for a long time, just that we are more aware
of it today. They then tried to provide some explanations for this other than the link to
commercialisation. The best answers provided discussion to the growth of deviance and also
the reasons why deviance may exist; they provided sporting examples to substantiate their
views and had a clear and logical structure to their response.
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Examiner Comments

5 marks were scored for this answer. Potentially this could have been quite a good answer.
However the structure is not developed and it lacks depth of supporting argument. The
candidate attempts to qualify what deviance and commercialisation are, although it is a little
too brief and narrative with the explanations. The candidate then supports the statement by
stating that increased commercialisation has increased the need to perform well and so be
deviant (take drugs). There is an attempt at a counter argument by stating that there “might”
have been deviance pre commercialisation but the increased commercialistion means there
is more of a focus on deviance. However this statement lacks any substance or context, no
reason is given to any reason for pre commercialisation deviance and has no supporting
examples are given.
From the mark scheme the following statements illustrate where marks were awarded:
The candidate will demonstrate an understanding of the concepts of deviance and
commercialisation.
Some understanding is offered but is very brief and too narrow to be totally accurate.
The answer will be based around an assumption that deviance is related to
commercialisation.
Most of the answer is relating to this.
There will be some acceptance that deviance might occur for other reasons.
Not really explored. One sentence states that deviance might have existed before but there is
no substance or context offered.
There will be some elements of discussion present in answers at the top of the band.
No real discussion present
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Examiner Comments

2 marks were scored for this brief and rather superficial answer.
The candidate refers to both deviance and commercialisation and attempts to clarify
their meaning. However deviance has been confused with gamesmanship and there is no
attempt to define commercialisation, although the candidate seems to be aware of its link
to business and money.The candidate assumes that the statement is correct and makes no
attempt at presenting an alternative view.
The candidate will demonstrate an understanding of the concepts of deviance and
commercialisation.
Some attempt to clarify the terms is offered but deviance is seemingly confused with
gamesmanship. No definition of commercialisation is offered but reference to some terms
is made which demonstrate some understanding.
There will be an assumption that deviance is related to commercialisation.
This is the only explanation offered.
The answer will be purely descriptive.
It is.
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Examiner Comments

8 marks were allocated to this answer.
The candidate presents a very balanced argument, offering reasons why deviance may be growing
but also offering other reasons as to why athletes might be deviant. The answer suggests that
the increase in recorded evidence of deviant behaviour may be due to better technology that aids
catching the deviant.
This answer would have been better had the candidate used more real life examples to
substantiate the points made (the only one offered in the entire answer was that the ancient
Greeks took tonics) and also if the terms of deviance and commercialisation had been clarified. The
answer demonstrates quite a good understanding of deviance but assumes that commercialisation
means increased media coverage.
The candidate will demonstrate a clear understanding of the concepts of deviance and
commercialisation.
The answer demonstrate a clear understanding of the concepts of deviance and commercialisation
means increased media coverage. This answer although good, could have been much better.
The candidates will make reference to different types of deviance in sport, providing
contemporary examples of each to support the points being made.
The answer lacks examples to substantiate the points made.
Discussion will exist in the form of questioning whether deviant behaviour has
increased, providing examples of deviant behaviour in the past.
This discussion is present and WADA & other technologies are cited as being responsible for
catching deviants.
The candidate will provide examples of deviant behaviour and demonstrate the
commercial advantages gained, however there will be equal representation of deviant
behaviour that provided no commercial benefit.
There is equal representation of opinions with an appropriate conclusion presented based on the
argument written. More examples would have offered greater substance to the arguments however.
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Paper Summary
Based on the performance of candidates on this paper the following advice is offered to
candidates:
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•

Candidates need to ensure that they use appropriate language to accurately define
concepts and terms: using terms such as valid, to define validity, will not allow
candidates to access the marks available.

•

Candidates must ensure that they are aware of the correct names of all fitness tests and
that they are able to relate the tests accurately to the components that they measure.

•

When answering a question, candidates should ascertain how many actions are required
of them in order to answer it effectively. A clear structure to an answer would aid some
candidates to score more marks.

•

Within essay questions candidates need to understand where the discussion exists
within the question and then structure their answer, with examples to support the points
made, accordingly.

•

For some candidates, a clearer understanding of the difference between talent
development and talent identification is required.

•

For many candidates, naming and describing the stages of the LTAD was
straightforward. However a significant number of candidates were unable to offer a
suitable description of each stage that differentiated from that offered for other stages.

•

Clear and concise explanations, clarity of understanding and structured answers would
aid many candidates in future examination series'.
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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